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Just as St. Thomas finishes his story, the souls start dancing again in a circle. Suddenly they're surrounded by another
circle of dancing souls, so that the two wheel around each other in different directions.

Gazing upon His Son with that Love which One and the Other breathe eternally, the Powerâ€”first and
inexpressibleâ€” made everything that wheels through mind and space so orderly that one who contemplates
that harmony cannot but taste of Him. See there the circle branching from that crossâ€”point obliquely: Now,
reader, do not leave your bench, but stay to think on that of which you have foretaste; you will have much
delight before you tire. I have prepared your fare; now feed yourself, because that matter of which I am made
the scribe calls all my care unto itself. And I was with him, but no more aware of the ascent than one can be
aware of any sudden thought before it starts. The one who guides me so from good to better is Beatrice, and on
our path her acts have so much swiftness that they span no time. How bright within themselves must be the
lights I saw on entering the Sun, for they were known to me by splendor, not by color! Though I should call on
talent, craft, and practice, my telling cannot help them be imagined; but you can trustâ€”and may you long to
see it. Such was the sphere of His fourth family, whom the High Father always satisfies, showing how He
engenders and breathes forth. And she was not displeased, but smiled at this, so that the splendor of her
smiling eyes divided my rapt mind between two objects. And I saw many lights, alive, most bright; we formed
the center, they became a crown, their voices even sweeter than their splendor: He who does not take wings to
reach that realm, may wait for tidings of it from the mute. After those ardent suns, while singing so, had
wheeled three times around us, even as stars that are close to the fixed poles, they seemed to me like women
who, though not released from dancing, pause in silence, listening until new notes invite to new dancing. And
from within one light I heard begin: You want to know what plants bloom in this garland that, circling,
contemplates with love the fair lady who strengthens your ascent to heaven. I was a lamb among the holy
flock that Dominic leads on the path where one may fatten well if one does not stray off. He who is nearest on
my right was both my brother and my teacher: If you would know who all the others are, then even as I speak
let your eyes follow, making their way around the holy wreath. That next flame issues from the smile of
Gratian, who served one and the other court of law so well that his work pleases Paradise. That other, who
adorns our choir nextâ€” he was that Peter who, like the poor widow, offered his treasure to the Holy Church.
The fifth light, and the fairest light among us, breathes forth such love that all the world below hungers for
tidings of it; in that flame there is the lofty mind where such profound wisdom was placed that, if the truth be
true, no other ever rose with so much vision. Within the other little light there smiles that champion of the
Christian centuries whose narrative was used by Augustine. The flesh from which his soul was banished lies
below, within Cieldauro, and he came from martyrdom and exile to this peace. Beyond, you see, flaming, the
ardent spirits of Isidore and Bede and Richardâ€”he whose meditation made him more than man. This light
from whom your gaze returns to me contains a spirit whose oppressive thoughts made him see death as
coming much too slowly: Behold how from that point goes branching off The oblique circle, which conveys
the planets, To satisfy the world that calls upon them And if their pathway were not thus inflected, Much
virtue in the heavens would be in vain, And almost every power below here dead. If from the straight line
distant more or less Were the departure, much would wanting be Above and underneath of mundane order.
Remain now, Reader, still upon thy bench, In thought pursuing that which is foretasted, If thou wouldst jocund
be instead of weary. The greatest of the ministers of nature, Who with the power of heaven the world imprints
And measures with his light the time for us, With that part which above is called to mind Conjoined, along the
spirals was revolving, Where each time earlier he presents himself And I was with him; but of the ascending I
was not conscious, saving as a man Of a first thought is conscious ere it come; And Beatrice, she who is seen
to pass From good to better, and so suddenly That not by time her action is expressed, How lucent in herself
must she have been! And what was in the sun, wherein I entered, Apparent not by colour but by light, I,
though I call on genius, art, and practice, Cannot so tell that it could be imagined; Believe one can, and let him
long to see it. Such in this place was the fourth family Of the high Father, who forever sates it, Showing how
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he breathes forth and how begets And Beatrice began: Nor this displeased her; but she smiled at it So that the
splendour of her laughing eyes My single mind on many things divided. Lights many saw I, vivid and
triumphant, Make us a centre and themselves a circle, More sweet in voice than luminous in aspect. Thus girt
about the daughter of Latona We sometimes see, when pregnant is the air, So that it holds the thread which
makes her zone. Within the court of Heaven, whence I return, Are many jewels found, so fair and precious
They cannot be transported from the realm; And of them was the singing of those lights. Who takes not wings
that he may fly up thither, The tidings thence may from the dumb await! As soon as singing thus those burning
suns Had round about us whirled themselves three times, Like unto stars neighbouring the steadfast poles,
Ladies they seemed, not from the dance released, But who stop short, in silence listening Till they have
gathered the new melody. And within one I heard beginning: Fain wouldst thou know with what plants is
enflowered This garland that encircles with delight The Lady fair who makes thee strong for heaven. Of the
lambs was I of the holy flock Which Dominic conducteth by a road Where well one fattens if he strayeth not.
If thou of all the others wouldst be certain, Follow behind my speaking with thy sight Upward along the
blessed garland turning. That next effulgence issues from the smile Of Gratian, who assisted both the courts In
such wise that it pleased in Paradise. The fifth light, that among us is the fairest, Breathes forth from such a
love, that all the world Below is greedy to learn tidings of it. Within it is the lofty mind, where knowledge So
deep was put, that, if the true be true, To see so much there never rose a second. Thou seest next the lustre of
that taper, Which in the flesh below looked most within The angelic nature and its ministry. Within that other
little light is smiling The advocate of the Christian centuries, Out of whose rhetoric Augustine was furnished.
See farther onward flame the burning breath Of Isidore, of Beda, and of Richard Who was in contemplation
more than man. This, whence to me returneth thy regard, The light is of a spirit unto whom In his grave
meditations death seemed slow. It is the light eternal of Sigier, Who, reading lectures in the Street of Straw,
Did syllogize invidious verities. Mandelbaum Gazing upon His Son with that Love which One and the Other
breathe eternally, the Powerâ€”first and inexpressibleâ€” made everything that wheels through mind and space
so orderly that one who contemplates that harmony cannot but taste of Him. Victor, and Siger de Brabant.
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No sooner had the blessed flame begun to speak its final word than the millstone of holy lights began to turn,
but it was not yet done with one full revolution before another ring surrounded it, and motion matched with
motion, song with songâ€” a song that, sung by those sweet instruments, surpasses so our Muses and our
Sirens as firstlight does the light that is reflected. Just as, concentric, like in color, two rainbows will curve
their way through a thin cloud when Juno has commanded her handmaid, the outer rainbow echoing the inner,
much like the voice of oneâ€”the wandering nymphâ€” whom love consumed as sun consumes the mist and
those two bows let people here foretell, by reason of the pact God made with Noah, that flood will never strike
the world again: When dance and jubilation, festival of song and flame that answered flame, of light with
light, of gladness and benevolence, in one same instant, with one will, fell still just as the eyes, when moved
by their desire, can only close and open in accord , then from the heart of one of the new lights there came a
voice, and as I turned toward it, I seemed a needle turning to the polestar; and it began: Where one is, it is
right to introduce the other: And, as was said, He then sustained His bride, providing her with two who could
revive a straggling people: Then, at the sacred font, where Faith and he brought mutual salvation as their
dowry, the rites of their espousal were complete. The lady who had given the assent for him saw, in a dream,
astonishing fruit that would spring from him and from his heirs. And that his name might echo what he was, a
spirit moved from here to have him called by the possessive of the One by whom he was possessed
completely. Dominic became his name; I speak of him as one whom Christ chose as the worker in His garden.
He seemed the fitting messenger and servant of Christ: His nurse would often find him on the ground, alert
and silent, in a way that said: And from the seat that once was kinder to the righteous poor and now has gone
astray, not in itself, but in its occupant , he did not ask to offer two or three for six, nor for a vacant benefice,
nor decimas, quae sunt pauperum Deiâ€” but pleaded for the right to fight against the erring world, to serve
the seed from which there grew the fourâ€”andâ€”twenty plants that ring you. Then he, with both his learning
and his zeal, and with his apostolic office, like a torrent hurtled from a mountain source, coursed, and his
impetus, with greatest force, struck where the thickets of the heretics offered the most resistance. And from
him there sprang the streams with which the catholic garden has found abundant watering, so that its saplings
have more life, more green. If such was one wheel of the chariot in which the Holy Church, in her defense,
taking the field, defeated enemies within, then you must see the excellence of himâ€”the other wheelâ€”whom
Thomas praised so graciously before I made my entry. And yet the track traced by the outer rim of that wheel
is abandoned nowâ€”as in a cask of wine when crust gives way to mold. His family, which once advanced
with steps that followed his footprints, has now turned back: And soon we are to see, at harvest time, the poor
grain gathered, when the tares will be denied a place within the binâ€”and weep. I am the living light of
Bonaventure of Bagnorea; in high offices I always put the leftâ€”hand interests last. Illuminato and Augustine
are here; they were among the first unshod poor brothers to wear the cord, becoming friends of God. Victor,
too, is here with them; Peter of Spain, who, with his twelve books, glows on earth below; and Peter
Bookâ€”Devourer, Nathan the prophet, Anselm, and Chrysostom the Metropolitan, and that Donatus who
deigned to deal with that art which comes first. Rabanus, too, is here; and at my side shines the Calabrian
Abbot Joachim, who had the gift of the prophetic spirit. To thisâ€”my praise of such a paladinâ€” the glowing
courtesy and the discerning language of Thomas urged me on and stirred, with me, the souls that form this
company. And as are spanned athwart a tender cloud Two rainbows parallel and like in colour, When Juno to
her handmaid gives command, The one without born of the one within, Like to the speaking of that vagrant
one Whom love consumed as doth the sun the vapours, And make the people here, through covenant God set
with Noah, presageful of the world That shall no more be covered with a flood, In such wise of those
sempiternal roses The garlands twain encompassed us about, And thus the outer to the inner answered. After
the dance, and other grand rejoicings, Both of the singing, and the flaming forth Effulgence with effulgence
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blithe and tender, Together, at once, with one accord had stopped, Even as the eyes, that, as volition moves
them, Must needs together shut and lift themselves, Out of the heart of one of the new lights There came a
voice, that needle to the star Made me appear in turning thitherward. The soldiery of Christ, which it had cost
So dear to arm again, behind the standard Moved slow and doubtful and in numbers few, When the Emperor
who reigneth evermore Provided for the host that was in peril, Through grace alone and not that it was worthy;
And, as was said, he to his Bride brought succour With champions twain, at whose deed, at whose word The
straggling people were together drawn. Within that region where the sweet west wind Rises to open the new
leaves, wherewith Europe is seen to clothe herself afresh, Not far off from the beating of the waves, Behind
which in his long career the sun Sometimes conceals himself from every man, Is situate the fortunate
Calahorra, Under protection of the mighty shield In which the Lion subject is and sovereign. As soon as the
espousals were complete Between him and the Faith at holy font, Where they with mutual safety dowered
each The woman, who for him had given assent, Saw in a dream the admirable fruit That issue would from
him and from his heirs; And that he might be construed as he was, A spirit from this place went forth to name
him With His possessive whose he wholly was. Dominic was he called; and him I speak of Even as of the
husbandman whom Christ Elected to his garden to assist him. Envoy and servant sooth he seemed of Christ,
For the first love made manifest in him Was the first counsel that was given by Christ. O thou his mother,
verily Joanna, If this, interpreted, means as is said! Of him were made thereafter divers runnels, Whereby the
garden catholic is watered, So that more living its plantations stand. If such the one wheel of the Biga was, In
which the Holy Church itself defended And in the field its civic battle won, Truly full manifest should be to
thee The excellence of the other, unto whom Thomas so courteous was before my coming. But still the orbit,
which the highest part Of its circumference made, is derelict, So that the mould is where was once the crust.
His family, that had straight forward moved With feet upon his footprints, are turned round So that they set the
point upon the heel. And soon aware they will be of the harvest Of this bad husbandry, when shall the tares
Complain the granary is taken from them. Here are Illuminato and Agostino, Who of the first barefooted
beggars were That with the cord the friends of God became. Hugh of Saint Victor is among them here, And
Peter Mangiador, and Peter of Spain, Who down below in volumes twelve is shining; Nathan the seer, and
metropolitan Chrysostom, and Anselmus, and Donatus Who deigned to lay his hand to the first art; Here is
Rabanus, and beside me here Shines the Calabrian Abbot Joachim, He with the spirit of prophecy endowed.
To celebrate so great a paladin Have moved me the impassioned courtesy And the discreet discourses of Friar
Thomas, And with me they have moved this company. Dante compares their waltzing to a double rainbow.
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San Tommaso ha appena terminato di parlare, quando la prima corona di spiriti sapienti riprende a ruotare e non
compie un giro completo prima che una seconda corona di dodici anime la circondi, cantando in modo cosÃ¬ armonioso
che sarebbe impossibile descriverlo.

Buy This Book Sabellius Sabellius 3rd century. The Sabellian heresy identified the Son with the Father as one
Person differing only in name. It is later called Patripassianism ie. Sabellus melted, while the other swelled.
The story is mentioned. He is among the heroes and heroines in Limbo. She danced before him and he granted
her a request. See Mark vi The incident is alluded to. Salvani, Provenzano The leading Ghibelline among the
Sienese, at Montaperti, in , where the Florentines were defeated. He was the strongest advocate for the
destruction of the city at the subsequent council, held at Empoli, after the battle. He is said to have once
humbled himself by dressing as a beggar to procure the money to ransom a friend imprisoned by Charles of
Anjou. He was defeated and killed at Colle, in Valdelsa, in June , leading a mixed body of Tuscan Ghibellines
and foreign mercenaries. He was captured by French cavalry under Guy de Montfort , and murdered by an
exiled Guelph of the Tolomei family. He is among the proud. Samaria, The Woman of A woman of Samaria,
who came to draw water at the well, to whom Christ offered water, even though the Jews and Samaritans had
no dealings with each other. The son of Elkanah and Hannah, called by God. See First Samuel iii. He exists
with God in the Empyrean. In she had assisted her husband in founding a hospice for travellers, and, after his
death in , gave his castle to the commune of Siena. Piero Pettignano , a Franciscan, who was beatified, prayed
for her. The Sienese purchased the harbour of Talamone in , for florins from the Abbot of San Salvatore,
hoping to create a viable port. Talamone is on the Tyrrhenian Sea, southwest of the Sienese Maremma. It
consumed vast sums of money, but could not be kept clear, and was in an unhealthy area, which caused the
death of a number of the admirals contractors directing the dredging. Previously, in , the Sienese had spent
money, searching, in vain, for the stream of Diana, that was supposed to flow beneath the city. She is among
the envious in Purgatory. Sapphira She and her husband Ananias sold possessions but kept back part of the
price when other followers of Christ sold everything and gave everything into common ownership, to allow
distribution according to need. They were rebuked by Peter for hypocrisy and died. See Acts iv and V Sarah
The wife of Abraham. An ancestress of Christ. She is seated in Heaven, below the Virgin. Sardanapalus
Paradiso Canto XV: He tempted Christ in the wilderness, see Matthew iv. The city of Dis is his city of the
dead. His throne is in the ninth, the smallest circle, in the last ring, the Giudecca, of Cocytus. The poets are set
down in the Ninth Circle that swallowed him. His red, yellow and black faces indicate Hate, Powerlessness,
and Ignorance, contrasted to the attributes of the Holy Trinity, namely Love, Power, and Wisdom. He is
triple-faced as a representative of the pagan triple-Goddess. The three winds produced by his wings are lust,
pride and avarice. He is identified with Dis. He is also called Beelzebub. The poets now climb again upwards,
through a tunnel under the hemisphere of the earth opposite Jerusalem, to emerge at the foot of the Mountain
of Purgatory. They move from evening to dawn of Easter Monday, since the opposite hemisphere is twelve
hours behind Jerusalem. The little stream, they climb up alongside, is Lethe, which takes away the memory of
sin and evil. He is depicted on the roadway. Identified by Dante with Mars , the patron god of Florence. He
fell through desiring what he did not have, and ought not to have, at that time: Pride was the source of his fall,
and he is imprisoned at the base of the universe. Saturn The son of heaven and Earth and ruler of the Golden
Age. He was dethroned by his three sons. He ruled Crete in the Golden Age. His was the Golden Age. Saturn
signifies duty, control and constriction in Astrology, and placed in the fire-sign Leo, noted for its
expansiveness, and pride, Dante indicates the need for temperance and moderation, the one force balancing the
other, in a golden mean. He was defeated by the Philistines at Mount Gilboa, and fell on his sword. Scaevola
Paradiso Canto IV: Caius Mucius Scaevola, an early Roman who demonstrated the strength of will of the
Roman people, and their disregard for their own lives, to his enemies, by setting his right hand in the coals. He
signifies constancy in later art. Scala, Alberto della Lord of Verona, and father of Can Grande della Scala , he
died the year after the Vision in , having appointed his deformed and depraved, illegitimate son Guiseppe to
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the abbacy of San Zeno. Scala, Bartolommeo della Lord of Verona, his arms a ladder surmounted by the
imperial eagle. He became lord of Verona in , was an Imperial Vicar, and in the head of the Ghibelline party.
He was an art patron, and kept a civilised and stately court. His elder brother was Bartolommeo , who Dante
took refuge with around Can Grande was one of the great military men of his age. In he showed his mettle by
recovering Brescia and taking Vicenza. He is mentioned as being nine years old nine years and one month in
April Scala, Giuseppe della The illegitimate, deformed, and depraved son of Alberto della Scala who held the
abbacy of San Zeno from to Dante may have known him during his stay in Verona in A demon guarding the
eighth circle, the fifth chasm, of the barrators. Schicchi, Gianni A Florentine of the Cavalcanti family, known
for his powers of mimicry. He is a rabid spirit in the tenth chasm. He is in the eighth circle. He received the
title Africanus. He was ultimately accused of high treason by Cato the Elder, the censor, and others, and died
in self-imposed exile in BC. His Triumph is mentioned. Mentioned in the summary of Imperial history. He is
with the late-repentant. He was a Pisan noble who became a Franciscan friar. He was a translator of Aristotle ,
and a famous astrologer. The daughter of Cadmus of Thebes, loved by Jupiter , and destroyed by Juno who
tricked her into asking Jupiter to make love to her in the guise in which he made love to Juno herself. His
divine fire killed Semele. She surrounded Babylon with brick walls, and was the ancestress of Polydaemon.
Ovid in the Metamorphoses links her to the Babylonian goddess Dercetis worshipped in Syria as Atargatis,
who was half-woman and half-fish and identified with Aphrodite by the Greeks. Semiramis was her daughter,
and was said to have been cast out at birth, and tended by doves. Fish and doves were sacred to Dercetis who
was the consort of the Babylonian great god Adad. Seneca Lucius Annaeus Seneca, the Roman philosopher,
moralist and senator, d. He is among the group of wise men in Limbo. See Second Kings xix He died for the
faith. The Sibyl at Cumae, the oracular voice of Apollo , wrote her oracles on leaves, which the wind
scattered. See Aeneid iii and vi Sigier of Brabant Sigier d. He disputed with the mendicant orders, and
Aquinas was one of his opponents. He was driven from his University chair, and was assassinated, or
executed, at the papal Court at Orvieto. He is in the fourth sphere of Prudence. He was a fierce opponent of the
Whites. The Simonists or Simoniacs, guilty of trading in holy offices, derive their name from him. They are
punished in the eighth circle. He is in Limbo.
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But Dante wonders if he is truly worthy to make the journey: He recalls that Aeneas, and also St. Paul, made
the journey, and he feels unworthy to be included in this noble group: Virgil says that Beatrice wept as she
pleaded, and Virgil eagerly obeyed her instructions and rescued Dante, so they are ready to begin their
journey. Lucia, and Beatrice â€” all care for him. Dante is reassured and tells Virgil to lead on and he will
follow. Analysis As noted in the last Analysis, this is the introduction to the Inferno. In later parts, the
Purgatorio and the Paradiso, Dante will invoke Christian deities to help him, but here he does not invoke them
concerning Hell. Instead, he turns to the classical Muses, to Genius, and to Memory. In his short invocation,
he mentions two others who have gone before him, Aeneas and St. This preoccupation with the papacy and the
empire will continue throughout the entire Inferno. Note that the name of the Virgin Mary is by periphrasis
â€” that is, her name is never mentioned directly. Neither will the name of Jesus ever be mentioned in this
unholy place â€” only by allusion. And while Beatrice is mentioned in Line , she is never mentioned by name
again. Glossary Muses the nine goddesses who preside over literature and the arts and sciences. Apostolate the
office, duties, or peroid of activity of an apostle. Aeneas hero of the Aeneid, written by Virgil. Paul; original
name Saul died c. Limbo in some Christian theologies, the eternal abode or state, neither Heaven nor Hell, of
the souls of infants or others dying in original sin but free of grievous personal sin; or, before the coming of
Christ. Seraphim any of the highest order of angels, above the cherubim. Lady in Heaven Virgin Mary. Lucia,
messenger of the Virgin Mary, patron saint of eyesight; here, represents Divine Light. Rachel an Old
Testament figure; here, she is said to represent Contemplative Life. As the poets reach the final circle of Hell
called Judecca, in what condition do they find the sinners there? Completely encased in ice Full of remorse
upon their complete removal from God Writhing in their own, personal, agonies.
5: Paradiso 12 â€“ Digital Dante
Dante osserva che se la nobiltÃ di sangue induce a vantarsi in Paradiso, come Ã¨ accaduto a lui a sentire le parole di
Cacciaguida, non si stupisce che ciÃ² avvenga sulla Terra dove l'affetto degli uomini Ã¨ debole.

6: Anaglypta XII By Brewster
videolettura IL SANTO ATLETA Ad imprimere carattere sostanziale all'XI canto del Paradiso vi era un lessico afferente
alla sfera semantica delle NOZZE di Fra.

7: CUMULATIVE INDEX TO HISTORY OF POLITICAL IDEAS (VOLS )
The vita of St. Dominic in Paradiso 12 is a precise rhetorical counterpart to the vita of St. Francis in Paradiso As the
chart found at the end of this.

8: List of Contributors
Notes.. 4 The poet asks us to imagine the twenty-four brightest stars in the sky forming two circles of twelve, like a
double crown of Ariadne (the Corona Borealis) who was changed into a constellation by Dionysus after Theseus had
deserted her, Metamorphoses, VIII, (ll. ).

9: Paradiso 10 â€“ Digital Dante
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and great deals for Art Hotel Gran Paradiso, ranked #56 of hotels in Sorrento and rated 4 of 5 at TripAdvisor.
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